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The architectural theorist Charles Jencks asserts that, as art movements go, 
postmodernism (or “the Post-Modern,” in his rendering) has at fifty years 
in the making been considerably longer lived than modernist avant-garde 
movements such as vorticism, futurism, or surrealism. As an aesthetics, 
or even as a dominant cultural order, the postmodern has “become a 
transhistorical concept” ( Jencks 2011, 8) like the baroque or romanticism. 
Jencks is not making a subtle distinction here between architectural 
history and cultural politics. In a field in which edifices rise and, then, 
after a period of time, may be demolished, a historical period will have its 
tombstone markers of birth and death: for example, Frank Lloyd Wright’s 
1906 Larkin Administration Building in Buffalo, New York, the epitome 
of the modern(ist) office complex, was razed for a parking lot in 1950; 
and the implosion of the Pruitt-Igoe high-rise urban housing project in 
St. Louis signaled, for Jencks, what Brian McHale calls the “onset” (60) 
of the postmodern in 1972. But if the postmodernism we know was 
more than a movement in the arts and culture (certainly not limited 
to, or even predominantly, a force in literary formations), its reputation 
rests on whether it has effectively, or affectively, changed the culture. The 
fact that postmodern architecture “borrows” from earlier periods, which 
constitutes its eclecticism, suggests for Jencks that a transhistorical aesthetics 
defines postmodernism, represented by its reflexivity, blatant artifice, irony, 
plagiarism, pastiche, pluralism, hybridity, double coding, hi/lo cultural 
blending, and other characteristics.
 The editors of Postmodern/Postwar—And After, Jason Gladstone, 
Andrew Hoberek, and Daniel Worden, productively ask whether the 
movement we have called postmodernism is indeed over and, if so, what is 
the “something else” that follows it. But before they turn to a conversation 
on literary succession, they pose a more controversial question as to 
whether postmodernism was ever the dominant artistic order after 1945. 
They begin their “rethinking” of the period by invoking the “increasing 
number of critics” who have “begun to question whether postmodernism 
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was ever a significant aspect of postwar American literary culture” (1–2). 
If not, then perhaps we’ve been enjoying “something else” all along. 
They regard the proliferation of alternative periodizing terms proposed 
in post-1945 literary studies as a rationale for their reconsideration. Most 
prominent is the postwar as a historical period (effectively 1945–89), 
defined by the political aesthetics of the Cold War, or even a protracted 
“interwar” (167), as proposed by contributor Paul K. Saint-Amour, with 
the nuclear detonations at Hiroshima and Nagasaki and the post-9/11 
“war on terror” as its bracketing historical events. Amy Hungerford 
(2008) has suggested that we have all been in the continuous present 
of the contemporary, but as contributor Amy J. Elias observes, unlike 
the “contemporaries” (32) of the past, the critical establishment in such 
journals as Contemporary Literature or boundary 2 ushered in the academic 
study of recent and living authors. The “reconfigured field” of our time 
has thus offered up a growing number of periodizing terms, including 
Christian Moraru’s “cosmodernism” (2011), “exomodern,” “neoliberal,” 
and “post-9/11” (2), along with such monikers as “digimodernism . . . 
the New Sincerity, Remodernism, planetarity, performatism, geoculture, 
transculturalism, neocosmopolitanism, network society” (33), most 
of which fall into the “and after” category. We may have always been 
contemporary, but perhaps we have never been postmodern.
 Simplifying their findings to a degree, the editors argue that there are 
“two camps in recent scholarship on late twentieth- and early twenty-
first-century literature and culture. On the one hand, postmodernism 
still retains the explanatory force that it once did for scholars who draw 
heavily on theory and who look to literature for moments of disruption, 
resistance, and utopian imagining. On the other hand, postmodernism 
is reduced or abandoned by critics who turn to institutional histories of 
post–1945 literature and who see in that literature continuity with, and 
the institutionalization of, modernism” (14). This dichotomy is familiar 
from debates on the meaning of post in the periodizing term as signifying 
either a “break” from or “continuity” with modernism. Making the case 
for a postmodernism of “rupture,” Fredric Jameson declares that “the 
postmodern looks for breaks . . . for the telltale instant after which [the 
world] is no longer the same” (1991, ix), and he associates the disruptive 
postmodern aesthetic, in the work of artists such as John Cage, John 
Ashbery, Robert Wilson, Ishmael Reed, Michael Snow, and Andy Warhol, 
with schizophrenia, following Lacan, “as a breakdown in the signifying 
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chain . . . [into] a rubble of distinct and unrelated signifiers” (26). Other 
studies, however, emphasize the continuing influence of high-modernist 
predecessors on contemporary writers (or “cultural belatedness,” in 
Harold Bloom’s theory of The Anxiety of Influence [1997, xxv]), so that in 
Ann Keniston’s Ghostly Figures: Memory and Belatedness in Postwar American 
Poetry (2015), poets such as Adrienne Rich, Mark Doty, James Merrill, 
and Jorie Graham remain inescapably the pale epigoni of T. S. Eliot or 
Wallace Stevens; or, in Jeremy Green’s Late Postmodernism: American Fiction 
at the Millennium (2005), novelists such as John Barth, Philip Roth, Don 
DeLillo, and Jonathan Franzen are the forever late followers of James Joyce 
or William Faulkner.
 Drawing on a special double issue of Twentieth-Century Literature, 
“Postmodernism, Then” (2011), the editors have sought not so much to 
reconcile the competing terms and periodicities of post–1945 American 
literature as to set the scholars into conversation. Recognizing that the 
participants represent “overlapping, yet also divergent” views, the volume 
comprises four sections in different formats: a dialogue on the field of 
postmodern, postwar, and contemporary literary studies; a set of reflective 
essays on the “postmodern revisited”; another set on the “postwar 
reconfigured”; and, finally, a grouping of shorter, necessarily more diverse 
position papers on “what comes after.” As an editorial strategy, this Venn 
diagram of overlapping yet divergent sets of papers places in relief such 
critical concepts as break, sincerity, irony, formalism, and historicism 
but also risks complication when conflicting values are attributed to 
postmodernism; for example, postmodernism was resistant to politics 
(217), but it expresses a politics of resistance to the world-system (14). 
 Given the diversity of positions expressed by the twenty-two 
contributors to Postmodern/Postwar—And After, it would be impossible 
to synthesize an overall argument for the volume other than that the 
editors seem to favor the second “camp” of scholarship that emphasizes 
the continuity of post-1945 literature with modernism. I’ll try instead 
to single out a few of the operative concepts that the contributors 
advance and intervene in their conversation, which is an appealing 
aspect of the book. In the section on the “postmodern revisited,” Brian 
McHale’s contribution, “Break, Period, Interregnum,” makes the case for 
postmodernism as a period in literary history that should be distinguished 
from modernism. McHale has argued elsewhere that while modernism is 
captivated by an “epistemological dominant,” postmodernism is formulated 
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according to an “ontological dominant” (1987, 10). Here he invokes 
Jameson on the dialectics between the break and the period, concluding: 
“Bring enough reflective pressure to bear on a period, and it begins to 
look like a break; squint intently enough at a break, and it begins to look 
like a period” (59). This “thought experiment,” like Schrödinger’s cat 
that is simultaneously alive and dead in a quantum universe, suggests that 
postmodernism can be at once continuous with and disengaged from 
modernism. Opting for a break rather than the blander continuities of 
postwar or contemporary, McHale asserts that depending on the “particular 
onset date or threshold moment” (60) one chooses, one tells a different 
“cultural-historical narrative” of postmodernity. Unlike Jencks, who dates 
the postmodern break with the literal collapse of the high-modernist 
international style of architecture in 1972, McHale chooses to date the 
“onset” of postmodernism to 1966, a year in which the postwar avant-
garde achieves critical mass, the revolutionary politics of feminism, black 
separatism, and antiwar protest escalate, and Thomas Pynchon publishes 
The Crying of Lot 49, “the text that marks the frontier between modernism 
and postmodernism” (62). He then describes a “peak” (64) phase from 
the publication of Gravity’s Rainbow in 1973 through the late eighties, 
characterized by the prominence of “megafictions” such as Samuel R. 
Delany’s Dhalgren (1974), the “historiographic metafiction” (in Linda 
Hutcheon’s coinage [1988, 105]) of E. L. Doctorow and John Fowles, 
and the “cerebral genre novels” of Paul Auster, Don DeLillo, Margaret 
Atwood, and Umberto Eco. The third threshold of postmodernism, the 
“interregnum” (65), occurs in 1989–90 with the collapse of the Berlin 
Wall and the incipient dissolution of the Soviet Union. Whether this phase 
marks a “late” form of postmodernism (Green 2005), cosmodernism, a 
“form of modernism in which modernity’s imperialist rationality gives way 
to a planetary relationality” (65), or “post-postmodernism” (66), McHale 
descries a shift from the “dualistic or Manichean world-view of the Cold 
War” to a “vision of multipolarity, or even apolarity.” McHale’s narrative 
of the three phases of postmodernism, then, argues not only for a cultural-
historical break with modernism but also for a timetable divergent from 
that of postwar geopolitics.
 Two essays by Daniel Grausam and Paul K. Saint-Amour in the 
section “The Postwar Reconfigured” provide a counterpoint to McHale’s 
historicism. Grausam’s “Cold War, Post-Cold War” suggests, at the very 
least, a parallax relation between the Cold War and postmodern culture. 
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In Grausam’s argument, the postmodern aesthetic of the 1960s is heavily 
inflected by what Alan Nadel (1995) has called nuclear “containment 
culture” (quoted on 142) and the residual paranoia of McCarthyism. 
Grausam observes that the end of the Cold War, by 1991, more or less 
coincides with the obsolescence of postmodernism: “A recognizable 
cultural aesthetic seemed to be crumbling at about the same time as both 
a famous wall and a union of Socialist Republics.” But rather than declare 
that the cultural and political epochs had yielded, as the Monty Python 
troupe announced, to “something completely different,” Grausam asks 
what the concept of the Cold War can bring to the periodizing term 
after: “What does it tell us about what comes ‘after’ the postmodern, ‘after’ 
the postwar?” (143). Among the several literary examples in which the 
“continuing influence of the Cold War” lingers like a case of low-dose 
radiation sickness is David Foster Wallace’s Infinite Jest (1996), set in a near-
future superstate in which Hal Incandenza contends with the suicide of 
his father, an experimental, postmodern filmmaker, and participates in a 
war game called “Eschaton” (the end of the world), a modified form of 
high-lob tennis. In William Gibson’s Pattern Recognition (2003), the first 
novel to refer explicitly to 9/11, Win Pollard, the father of branding adept 
Cayce, is a Cold War security expert for the CIA who goes missing in 
the vicinity of the World Trade Center on the morning of the attack. 
The twentieth-century dualism of spy vs. spy is caught unprepared by 
global terrorism, while Pollard’s progeny Cayce becomes enmeshed in 
multinational corporate espionage. Grausam then turns to DeLillo’s 
Underworld (1997), which begins with the “shot heard round the world” 
on October 3, 1951—the game-winning home run by Bobby Thomson 
of the New York Giants over the Brooklyn Dodgers but also “the triumph 
of death” as the New York Times reports the Soviet Union’s successful 
nuclear tests—the “onset” of the Cold War. While this “megafiction” novel 
“concerns the complex phenomenology of life under the shadow of the 
bomb” (145–46), its final section, “Das Kapital,” offers a “doubled history” 
in which the genetic damage from nuclear waste (and accidents such as 
Chernobyl, Three Mile Island, and, later, Fukushima) persists alongside 
the wastage of “neoliberal globalization” (146).
 Perhaps with a clean break there comes clarity, the sense that, for 
better or worse, everything has changed. But Saint-Amour’s contribution, 
“Perpetual Interwar,” argues that “modern war and war powers have 
historically proven to be not punctual but durable, not exceptional but 
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perpetual in their drift” (167). Notwithstanding George W. Bush’s “Mission 
Accomplished” speech aboard the USS Abraham Lincoln on May 1, 
2003, the United States is now in its sixteenth year of the war on terror 
in Afghanistan and around the globe. If we consider “the term ‘interwar’” 
not as a bracketed historical period but “phenomenologically—as the 
real-time experience of remembering a past war while awaiting a future 
one that may or may not arrive,” then “we begin to see how a period 
could go on, even in near perpetuity, feeling like an interwar era as long 
as another war appeared to loom” (167–68). In terms of literary history, 
Saint-Amour makes the claim that “a range of post-1945 works, including 
but not limited to some of the historiographic metafictions that were 
cornerstones of ‘the old postmodernism,’ themselves engage in theorizing 
a transperiod approach to later modernity by means of something like a 
perpetual interwar” (169). He offers as an example Pynchon’s Gravity’s 
Rainbow, a novel whose noted punctuality at the close of World War II 
is nevertheless laced with creative anachronism, “a transperiod work in 
period camouflage” (173).
 The final section of shorter position papers offers a variety of 
alternatives to “what comes after” postmodernism. Among the seven 
proposals, the advancement of “digitalism” (214) by N. Katherine 
Hayles—otherwise described as network culture or posthumanism—
seems likely to dominate our appreciation of twenty-first-century 
literary culture. Hayles summarizes her important arguments in books 
on electronic literature and digital media in this brief article, in which 
she contends that “at every stage of the production and consumption of 
contemporary literature, digital media are transforming the functions of 
writers, readers, publishers, printers, distributors, and booksellers” (209). 
As transformative as the Chinese invention of paper or the Gutenberg 
press, digital media has spawned a host of interactive literary forms on 
multiple platforms, including hypertext, transmedial literature, network 
fiction, computer-generated “flarf ” poetry, and so called locative works 
for smartphones. While the “late age of print” may yet turn out to be the 
great age of digital literature, the Amazon Kindle and other e-readers 
threaten to do to the diversity of innovative electronic literature what the 
company’s online retailing did to brick-and-mortar booksellers and the 
publishing industry, resulting in a monoculture of conventional narrative 
fiction and nonfiction for the tablet rather than the codex. Similarly, 
social media may have already disabled our attention spans for long-form 
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reading. Adam Kelly holds forth on “the new sincerity” as a post-baby-
boom generation of writers including David Foster Wallace, Jennifer Egan, 
Dave Eggers, Dana Spiotta, and Colson Whitehead opt for authenticity 
rather than artifice, frankness rather than irony. Whether such sincerity 
becomes the representative style of post-postmodernism depends on a 
collective and non-naive appreciation for “intersubjective truth” (199) 
and interpersonal affect, or on whether we can, as Eggers urges, “stay 
human” in a posthuman age. Finally, Ursula K. Heise offers an ecological 
counterpoint to the accelerated “future shock” of cultural change. 
Climate scientists and environmentalists have “declared a new geological 
age, the Anthropocene, that putatively started around two hundred years 
ago—an age in which human impact itself has become the dominant 
shaping force on the planet” (253). Perhaps there should be a “Slow 
Lit” movement that emphasizes quality, craftsmanship, and undivided 
attention in an era of speed, mutability, and distraction. She asks whether 
ecocritical activists should consider “what the appropriate response is to 
the slowness of natural processes and the accelerated rhythms of global 
modernity—or is it the rapidity of ecological transformations and the 
foot-dragging response of political actors” (254), more so now that the 
United States has summarily withdrawn from the Paris climate accord. 
But just as McHale is reported to have wondered “whether we defined 
‘postmodernism’ too soon” (31), it may be too soon to theorize what 
comes after. Postmodern/Postwar—And After argues persuasively that we 
are no longer postmodern, but the nearly two dozen contending voices 
in this volume fail to identify, as McHale once did in Postmodernist Fiction, 
what the dominant of a twenty-first-century literature will be. If not an 
epistemological or ontological dominant, then, the early millennial scene 
may be a phenomenological one of affect that revitalizes the cosmopolitan, 
holistic, empathic, organic, and pluripotential self. 
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